INTRODUCTION

This application note explains how to use the Microchip Capacitive touch Simulation Tool to customize sensing algorithms to a project’s specific needs. It also helps determine the level of algorithm complexity required, based on the system’s predicted environment. It assumes general knowledge of Capacitive Touch sensing and a basic understanding of the software handling process. More information on these two topics can be found in AN1101, “Introduction to Capacitive Sensing,” and AN1103, “Software Handling for Capacitive Sensing”.

The Microchip Capacitive Touch Simulation Tool can be downloaded from www.microchip.com.

SOFTWARE FEATURES

The provided software has been designed to accommodate several useful functions, including the generation of realistic raw sensor values and the ability to fine-tune possible sensing algorithms in order to determine the strengths and weaknesses of each. Some of these features include:

- Simulating varying speeds and directions of sensor drift
- Adding differing degrees and durations of simulated presses
- Introducing crosstalk between any two buttons so that when one is pressed another is slightly affected as well
- Adding any amount of white and conducted noise to the sensor results
- An easily exportable final result to assist in creating import files for MPLAB® Integrated Development Environment’s stimulus feature or other third party analysis programs
- Five fully-implemented and customizable averaging techniques, including Fixed Threshold, Gated Average, Constant Average (Slow Average), Dual Rate Average, and Dual Average.

WINDOWS

There are two windows in which user input is required to customize this application to fit a specific response. The other tabs provide information to the user on the systems performance based upon those parameters.

Setup Window

This window allows the user to specify the details behind the sensor’s raw readings. The “Initial Raw Values” box at the top of the worksheet allows the user to set a starting value for each of the four simulated buttons. Realistic numbers typically range between 1,000 and 50,000.

The Microchip Capacitive Touch Simulation Tool is designed to look similar to the results that could be found by outputting the sensors’ actual values during operation. Below, Figure 1 shows a blank sensor graph that is not yet using any of the provided features. Its initial starting value has been set to 7000.

FIGURE 1: BLANK SENSOR GRAPH

DRIFT

At the bottom of the Setup window is an input field that allows the user to define a drift value for the system. This value will act as a slope for the generated sensor values. For example, a value of ‘-5’ will cause the sensor value to decrease by 5 each time a new value is created as shown below in Figure 2.
PRESSES

Button press simulation is managed in two sections. The 'Button Press %' field determines the sensitivity, or deviation, of the press. The larger the number value, the more "firm" the press can be considered. Typical press magnitudes can range from 1% to 15%, depending on the physical design of the system. Once this value has been set, pressing the corresponding button on the main Microchip Capacitive Touch Simulation Tool window will cause the graph to simulate an actual press. This allows the user to simulate both short and long presses of varying degrees. Figure 3, below, shows a sensor with a starting value of 1000 and a 2.5% shift of 25.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Some additional features provide more advanced simulation choices to allow the simulations to be more realistic. These options include Crosstalk, Noise, and Conducted Noise.

The Crosstalk boxes allow the user to specify how sensitive one button is to the press-induced changes in another button. To include crosstalk in the simulation, input a percentage value in the box that corresponds to the two buttons that will be sensitive to each other. For example, if the user wanted to simulate 10% crosstalk between button 1 and button 2, a value of '10' would be placed under the Button 1 column on the row labeled ‘Button 2 Cross Talk (%)’. This tool is not designed to simulate one-way crosstalk. Putting the value of '10' in the box mentioned will cause changes in button 1 to effect button 2, as well as changes in button 2 to effect button 1.

The Noise option provides the user with a random noise source that can be added to a button's final raw value. Adding a value to one of the boxes will cause the final raw result to deviate randomly, both above and below, by a maximum of half of that value. For example, if Button 0's raw value had a value of 5,000 at a certain point and the noise value '50' was inserted into the Button 0 column of this section, the final raw value would be randomly chosen between the range of 4975-5025.

The Conducted Noise section works exactly the same as the Noise section, except that it injects random noise on the final raw value only when a button is simulated as pressed. Conducted Noise is also the only type of noise that is transferred through cross talk.

Microchip Capacitive Touch Simulation Tool Window

This window defines the variables used to interpret the raw values to accurately determine when a button is pressed or not. In this window there are six display options, each providing the variables required for customizing the Fixed Threshold, Gated Average, Constant Average (or Slow Average), Dual Rate Average, and Dual Average software algorithms.

The following terminology is used in some or all of the algorithms.

THRESHOLD

The threshold is the point value at which the system decides to change state from pressed to released or from released to pressed. Valid input range is 1 to Max. Raw Value.

TRIP LIMIT

The trip limit is used to define a dynamic threshold as being a specific number of counts below an average. Valid input range is any positive integer.

SPEED OF AVERAGE

The speed of average field specifies how often the system will update the average. A value of '1' will cause the system to update the average for every new value. A value of '2' will update the average every other value which will result in a slower response.

AVERAGE LENGTH

The average length determines how many values are used to make the average. More accurately stated, it determines the weight each new value will have on the average with a relationship of 1/N. Its valid input range is any positive integer; however, for faster microprocessor calculation, the user should select a power of 2.
DEBOUNCE COUNTER
The debounce counter field allows the user to add debouncing to the algorithm. A value of ‘1’ will mean there is no debouncing. A value of ‘2’ will cause the system to check that two simultaneous readings agree before changing state from pressed to released or from released to pressed.

Graphs Window
When an algorithm option has been chosen in the main Microchip Capacitive Touch Simulation Tool window, the running graphs in this window will display the relevant internal variables that work to decide when a press is detected.

A binary, blue and red detection line has been added to the top of each graph to assist the user in determining when the system would consider a button pressed or released. On this line, high is considered pressed and low is considered released.

The y-axis displays count values, while the x-axis corresponds to time. Please note that the speed at which the graphs display new readings is much slower than the typical sensor reading speed.

Log Data
This option is provided to allow the user easy access for exporting the raw simulation values. This is available in order to help facilitate testing on the actual code through the use of the MPLAB Simulation Stimulus. To export the values, select Options – Log Data on the Graphs window, choose a name for the file, and begin the simulation. Newly generated simulation values will then be stored for later use.

EXAMPLE SIMULATION
The following simulation shows some examples of how to use the system to fit a specific environment’s needs. This is only a theoretical example and many of the numbers have been chosen for illustration purposes alone.

Setup Window
To begin the simulation, choose a starting value for the sensor. The sensors default to 7,000, so we will use this for simplicity. In an actual system, this value is largely based on the length of capture time set up by Timer0 and the speed at which Timer1 increments. This is where a trade-off decision needs to be made between the accuracy of higher average count values and the speed at which a button press is sensed.

FIGURE 4: SENSOR VALUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Button</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Raw Value</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 5: DRIFT SWITCHES

Now, using the Button Press % section of the Setup window, a shift of 5% is introduced on all of the buttons.

EQUATION 1:

\[
\text{InitialStartingValue} \times 0.05 = 350
\]

FIGURE 6: PRESS VALUES

Moving down to the crosstalk section, a 10% crosstalk is added between the buttons in such a way as to simulate a response similar to a 2x2 matrix. To do this, crosstalk is introduced between all buttons, except between buttons 0 and 1, and between 2 and 3.

FIGURE 7: CROSSTALK VALUES
In this example, we would like to create about 1% total fluctuation due to noise to simulate a decently noisy system. To achieve this, a value of '70' is used in each of the Noise fields.

**FIGURE 8: NOISE VALUES**

| Noise | 70 | 70 | 70 | 70 |

Finally, this example shows a relatively extreme case of conducted noise. A value of '150' was chosen, which is equivalent to about 42.9% of the pressed amount. This value was calculated using Equation 2.

**EQUATION 2:**

\[ \text{ConductedNoise\%} = \frac{\text{ConductedNoiseValue}}{\text{InitialStartingValue} \times \text{ButtonPress\%}} \]

**FIGURE 9: CONDUCTED NOISE VALUES**

| Conducted Noise | 150 | 150 | 150 | 150 |

Now that all of the selections have been chosen, the Graph window will display the result. The system's drift may cause the raw values to move beyond the graph limits. To fix this, press the Reset button on the Setup window or change the minimum and maximum values of the graphs. A screenshot of the generated raw graph for Button 0 is shown in Figure 10.

**FIGURE 10: BUTTON 0 RAW VALUES**

![Button 0 Raw Values](image)

Algorithm Initialization

We will be using the Dual Average algorithm for this example simulation. Our initial settings for the Dual Average algorithm and the result can be seen in Figure 11.

**FIGURE 11: ALGORITHM RESULT (INITIAL SETTINGS)**

![Algorithm Result Initial Settings](image)

This result is clearly not desirable. The binary detection indication line at the top shows many false positives and an early release when the button is actually pressed.

Back in the main Microchip Capacitive Touch Simulation Tool window, the trip limits are set to adjust for the noise conditions that are known to exist. In a real system, the noise levels can be determined through actual experimentation. In the example, this means the Down (Unpressed) Trip Limit is set to 100 for all buttons and the Up (Pressed) Trip Limit is set to 175 for all buttons. This seems to help the result, but does not solve all of the problems as can be seen in Figure 12.

**FIGURE 12: ALGORITHM RESULT (AFTER TRIP ADJUSTMENT)**

![Algorithm Result Trip Adjustment](image)

To fix these misfires and early releases, a value of 3 is placed in the Debounce counter fields for all four buttons. This will require that three captured values from the sensor agree before making a transition between the pressed and released states (Figure 13).
This final arrangement of settings seems to fit our input and environment, and may be able to act as a working solution. These simulated algorithm values can now be inserted into the actual algorithm on the product and tested.

CONCLUSION

Capacitive touch systems can be implemented using a wide range of algorithms. Choosing the correct algorithm should be based on knowledge of the operational environment and the specific requirements of the system. This simulation tool is meant to help determine a suitable algorithm by showing easily customizable simulations of possible solutions. Important application notes on designing Capacitive Touch and developing a working system are AN1103, “Software Handling for Capacitive Sensing”, AN1104, “Capacitive Multibutton Configurations”, AN1102, “Layout and Physical Design Guidelines for Capacitive Sensing”, and AN1101, “Introduction to Capacitive Sensing”.

FIGURE 13: FINAL ALGORITHM RESULT

![Final Algorithm Result](image-url)
APPENDIX A: ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATIONS

Pseudo-code for the implemented algorithms are provided below for reference. Other possible implementations can be used to achieve similar or custom, design-specific results.

EXAMPLE 1: FIXED THRESHOLD

if ( Raw < Threshold )
   Button is pressed.
else
   Button is released.

EXAMPLE 2: GATED AVERAGE

if ( Debounce shows released )
   if ( Avg speed says to average )
      Average
   else
      Average = Prev. Average
else
   Average = Prev. Average

EXAMPLE 3: CONSTANT (SLOW) AVERAGE

if ( Avg speed says to average )
   Average
else
   Average = Prev. Average

EXAMPLE 4: DUAL RATE AVERAGE

if ( Debounce shows released )
   Average at unpressed speed
else
   Average at pressed speed

DUAL AVERAGE

EXAMPLE 5: UNPRESSED AVERAGE

if ( Debounce shows released and the prev. Debounce shows pressed )
   if ( Raw < Unpressed Avg )
      Unpressed Avg = Raw
   else
      Average with speed control
else
   if ( Debounce shows released )
      Average with speed control
   else
      Average = Prev. Average

EXAMPLE 6: PRESSED AVERAGE

if ( Raw < Pressed Avg OR
     (Raw < Unpressed Threshold AND
      Prev. Raw < Unpressed Threshold) )
   Pressed Avg = Raw
else
   Average with speed control

EXAMPLE 7: DETECTION DECISION

if ( Debounce shows pressed )
   if ( Raw < Unpressed Threshold )
      Button is pressed.
   else
      Button is released.
else
   if ( Raw > Pressed Threshold )
      Button is released.
   else
      Button is pressed.
APPENDIX B: IMPORTING TO THE MPLAB® SIMULATION STIMULUS

One of the possible uses the Microchip Capacitive Touch Simulation Tool is to create pseudo-realistic sensor values that can be imported into MPLAB and used to run simulations to discover whether or not an algorithm will be able to detect correctly. This provides both the ability to find weaknesses in algorithms and ensure the repeatability of results.

To import sensor values into a coded algorithm, first we create the values that we want to import by using the Log Data feature under the Options menu in the Graphs window. Information on how to customize the raw data values is located in the main body of this application note.

With these customized raw data parameters in place, we can save the generated results by going to Options -> Raw Data in the Graphs window. This process will save new raw values to a "*.txt" file using a comma-delimited format. In order to prepare these values for use by the MPLAB Simulation Stimulus, the commas format for this file must be adjusted to include only the values and be separated by white space (spaces, tabs, or returns) and not commas. An easy way to do this quickly is to open the file in a simple text editor such as Microsoft® Notepad, remove the top header lines leaving only the data values, and using the Edit -> Replace feature to remove the commas.

Note: This method assumes that the PIC® MCUs algorithm is designed to work with four buttons. If the system is meant to work with fewer or more buttons than this, some additional log file editing will be required to match the system.

We now open the code in MPLAB that we want to test and go to Debugger -> Select Tool -> MPLAB SIM and then Debugger -> Stimulus -> New Workbook. Doing this opens a new Stimulus window within MPLAB that provides a wide range of functionality. For our purposes, we will only be using the Register Injection tab of this window which is shown in Figure B1.

FIGURE B1: STIMULUS REGISTER INJECTION WINDOW

Under the Register Injection tab, we click once in the white table to start a new row and then choose the fields as described below:

Use by the MPLAB Simulation Stimulus, the commas format for this file must be adjusted to include only the values and be separated by white space (spaces, tabs, or returns) and not commas. An easy way to do this quickly is to open the file in a simple text editor such as Microsoft® Notepad, remove the top header lines leaving only the data values, and using the Edit -> Replace feature to remove the commas.

Note: This method assumes that the PIC® MCUs algorithm is designed to work with four buttons. If the system is meant to work with fewer or more buttons than this, some additional log file editing will be required to match the system.

We now open the code in MPLAB that we want to test and go to Debugger -> Select Tool -> MPLAB SIM and then Debugger -> Stimulus -> New Workbook. Doing this opens a new Stimulus window within MPLAB that provides a wide range of functionality. For our purposes, we will only be using the Register Injection tab of this window which is shown in Figure B1.

FIGURE B1: STIMULUS REGISTER INJECTION WINDOW

Under the Register Injection tab, we click once in the white table to start a new row and then choose the fields as described below:
REG/VAR
The Reg/Var field should contain the register or variable into which the values will be injected. Please note that it is easiest to inject into a non-array variable and then have the code use that variable to inject into the array using the appropriate index value.

TRIGGER
The Trigger field defines how the stimulus decides when to perform the injection. Typically, this is set to “PC =” which defines a specific point within the code where the injection should occur.

PC VALUE
Assuming the trigger “PC =” was chosen, the PC Value field defines the PC value of the injection. Depending on the compiler that is being used, it may be possible to use the dropdown menu to define a function call as the PC value. If this is the case, it may be easier to create a dummy function regInjection(), which contains only a NOP command, and use that function as the marker for the injection. If functions are not being provided in the dropdown menu, type the absolute PC value where the injection should occur. Please note, however, that if a function is not used to define the PC Value, care must be taken after each new compile to ensure that the PC value of the desired injection location has not changed.

WIDTH
The Width field designates the number of bytes contained in each injection. In the case of this simulation, a byte width of ‘2’ should be used.

DATA FILENAME
The Data Filename field stores the location of the data file. Click once in this field and then click on the “…” button to browse for the .txt file that was previously saved.

WRAP
The Wrap field defines how the simulation will handle reaching the end of the data file. If yes, the simulation will immediately return to the beginning of the file and continue.

FORMAT
The Format field specifies in which format the numbers in the data filename are stored. In the case of this simulation, ASCII Decimal should be used.

Now that the options have been set, we click once on the Apply button and minimize the Stimulus window. Do not close the Stimulus window. In order for the stimulus to work, it must be open.

Note: Remember to click the Apply button and do not close the stimulus. Not clicking Apply or closing the window will result in the stimulus not working.

Now, setting a breakpoint at the injection and running through the code using the simulation tool, we are now able to see that the variable we selected is getting injected with our generated sensor values at the PC value we specified and is able to be used by the coded algorithm as it sees fit.
Note the following details of the code protection feature on Microchip devices:

- Microchip products meet the specification contained in their particular Microchip Data Sheet.
- Microchip believes that its family of products is one of the most secure families of its kind on the market today, when used in the intended manner and under normal conditions.
- There are dishonest and possibly illegal methods used to breach the code protection feature. All of these methods, to our knowledge, require using the Microchip products in a manner outside the operating specifications contained in Microchip’s Data Sheets. Most likely, the person doing so is engaged in theft of intellectual property.
- Microchip is willing to work with the customer who is concerned about the integrity of their code.
- Neither Microchip nor any other semiconductor manufacturer can guarantee the security of their code. Code protection does not mean that we are guaranteeing the product as “unbreakable.”

Code protection is constantly evolving. We at Microchip are committed to continuously improving the code protection features of our products. Attempts to break Microchip’s code protection feature may be a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. If such acts allow unauthorized access to your software or other copyrighted work, you may have a right to sue for relief under that Act.
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